The question of whether all shared objects with consensus number 2 belong to Common2, the class of objects that can be implemented from two-process consensus and atomic registers, was first posed by Herlihy. In the absence of general results, several researchers have obtained implementations for restricted-concurrency versions of FIFO queue. We present the first Common2 algorithm for a queue with two enqueuers and any number of dequeuers. This algorithm is compatible with the unbounded concurrency model, and its enqueue and dequeue methods require only a constant number of steps.
Introduction
Many concurrent algorithms employ first-in first-out (FIFO) queues, yet concurrent sharedmemory systems typically do not implement this fundamental data type in hardware. How well a particular synchronization mechanism can implement a FIFO queue is thus a practical concern.
In this work, we restrict our attention to wait-free implementations, where processes cannot take infinitely many steps without completing one of their operations. Wait-freedom is an especially strong fault-tolerance property, ensuring that processes make progress despite contention and unexpected delays; unsurprisingly, there are a number of impossibility results regarding wait-free implementations. Many of these follow from the consensus hierarchy of Herlihy [8] , who defined the consensus number of a data type T to be the least upper bound on all n such that an n-process system with some collection of objects of type T or Register can implement consensus. Since the composition of wait-free simulations is waitfree, no type can implement a type with a higher consensus number. For example, Register, which has consensus number 1, cannot implement Queue, which has consensus number 2.
Unfortunately, the consensus hierarchy is of little help in determining the structure of the "can implement" relation for types with the same consensus number. Herlihy [8] showed that in an n-process system, any type with consensus number n ′ ≥ n is universal, that is, it can implement all types. He asked whether Fetch&Add, which has consensus number 2, can implement all types with consensus number 2 in systems with three or more processes. 
Several researchers have found implementations for specific types, but as of this writing, neither a universal implementation nor a counterexample is known. Afek, Weisberger, and Weisman showed that any type with consensus number 2 can implement Fetch&Add [2, 3] and Swap [3, 11] .
1 They defined Common2 to be the set of types that can be implemented by any type of consensus number 2. Afek, Gafni, and Morrison [1] showed that Stack is in Common2, improving on an implementation for two pushers by David, Brodsky and Fich [6] . The status of Queue remains unknown, however, despite the existence of several restricted implementations. When all enqueue operations have the same argument, Queue and Stack have the same specification, and the one-value Stack implementation by David, Brodsky, and Fich [6] is also a one-value Queue implementation. Li [10] obtained an implementation for multiple values and one dequeuer from an algorithm by Herlihy and Wing [9] . He extended it to two dequeuers via the universal implementation technique and conjectured that there is no three-dequeuer implementation. David [4, 5] refuted this conjecture by giving an implementation for one enqueuer and any number of dequeuers, observing, however, that its enqueue operation is not amenable to the same technique. We describe a variant of David's algorithm that admits a two-enqueuer extension, leaving open the case of three enqueuers and three dequeuers. Because modern architectures offer a universal primitive such as Compare&Swap or Load-Linked/Store-Conditional, our implementation is mainly of theoretical interest, but we believe that it contributes to a better understanding of the synchronization required to implement Queue.
Model
The setting for this work is the standard asynchronous shared-memory model. We describe this model only informally; the interested reader should consult a formal description such as the one by Herlihy [8] .
A shared-memory system consists of n sequential processes and a collection of shared (base) objects. Processes communicate with other processes by performing operations on the objects. Each object has a type, which specifies the sequential behavior of the methods that it supports as functions from an object state to a return value and a new state. Table 1 lists each type used in this paper along with its consensus number, the methods that it supports, and their defining functions. A schedule is an arbitrary sequence of processes; in the wait-free setting, there are no fairness conditions. Each schedule gives rise to an execution, where starting from some initial state, the processes take steps according to the schedule. When a process takes a step, it selects an operation based on the return values of past operations and performs it atomically.
In order to reason about wait-free implementations, we augment the base objects with a virtual object of the type being implemented. Whenever a process attempts to perform an operation on the latter, control is transferred to a black-box subroutine, which simulates the operation by performing finitely many operations on base objects and returning a value. The correctness property that we consider is linearizability [9] . In an execution with operations o 1 and o 2 on the virtual object (virtual operations hereafter), the operation o 1 precedes the operation o 2 if o 1 returns before o 2 is invoked. An execution is linearizable if there exists a total order ≺ of virtual operations such that first, if a virtual operation o 1 precedes a virtual operation o 2 , then o 1 ≺ o 2 , and second, the return values of the virtual operations are consistent with those obtained by performing the operations in sequence according to the order ≺.
Queue implementations
David's [4, 5] and Li's [10] implementations can be thought of as variations on Algorithm 1, a simple algorithm in which a single enqueuer writes the enqueued items in order for consumption by a single dequeuer. At the core of both implementations is the idea that either the enqueuers or the dequeuers, but not both, can access the array out of order.
In Li's algorithm, enqueuers divide up the locations in the array with a Fetch&Add object. Because an enqueuer may stall in the interval between reserving a location and writing it, items may be written out of order-an unavoidable consequence of not having a primitive with consensus number ∞. To cope, the dequeuer searches all reserved locations for an item; fortunately, it need not consider locations reserved after the dequeue began. Two dequeuers simulate a single dequeuer via a universal construction based on any primitive with consensus number 2; they schedule their operations on the simulated dequeuer and perform them cooperatively. Since the dequeue method performs only writes to local variables and reads, the dequeuers reach consensus on the values read and thus act in unison.
David's algorithm takes the opposite approach, where the dequeuers divide up the array. Unfortunately, a dequeuer may reserve a location to which the enqueuer has not yet written, in which case we say that the dequeuer has overtaken the enqueuer. The simple solutions, where the dequeuer either waits for a value or just returns ⊥, are not sufficient; the result is an algorithm that is not wait-free or that loses enqueued items.
David's solution to this problem is for the enqueuer to recognize when it has been overtaken and try again in a way that guarantees success. The array of items becomes a twodimensional array of Swap objects, and dequeuers read locations destructively by swapping in a value ⊤ distinct from the initial value ⊥. When the enqueuer is overtaken, it swaps out the value ⊤. It is in this case that the second dimension is used: the enqueuer writes the item to the beginning of the next row before informing the dequeuers that this row is now the current one. The dequeuers that reserved empty locations in the previous row return ⊥, and their operations can be linearized just before the enqueue, when the queue is empty.
There is no straightforward adaptation of David's algorithm to two enqueuers, because with two enqueuers swapping an item into the same location, the second swap may return the item, leaving the enqueuer that performs it unsure as to whether the other swap returns ⊤ or ⊥. In Algorithm 2, we use a different mechanism for detecting when the enqueuer has been overtaken. Before a dequeuer begins operating on a location (i, j), it writes true to deqActive [i, j] . When the enqueuer finishes with a location (i, j), it reads deqActive[i, j]. If the read returns true, the enqueuer assumes that it has been overtaken. This conservative assumption is not always correct, and without further modifications, some items may be returned twice! We add a layer of indirection to address this issue: the two-dimensional array contains indexes of items, and the dequeuers use a Fetch&Add object to establish exclusive ownership. A dequeuer that fails to win an item must retry; by retrying in the same row, it turns out that at most two retries are necessary.
Adapting Algorithm 2 to two enqueuers is more complicated than adapting Li's algorithm to two dequeuers. The basic idea is the same: two enqueuers simulate a single enqueuer via a universal construction. There is a wider variety, however, of operations on shared objects:
reads The two enqueuers use consensus to agree on a value.
writes to enqueuer-local objects These require no special treatment.
writes to objects that are written at most once Both enqueuers perform the write; the second has no effect.
writes to the variable row Each enqueuer keeps its own value for row. When the dequeuers would read row, they read both enqueuers' values and use the maximum. Since row is nondecreasing, the value they use is correct at some point during the reads.
4 Proof of correctness Theorem 1. Algorithm 2 is a wait-free linearizable implementation of the type Queue for one enqueuer and any number of dequeuers from the types Fetch&Add and Register.
As discussed in the previous section, the enqueuer can be simulated cooperatively by two processes. head := head + 1 7: end method The theorem makes several claims, which we prove in separate lemmas.
Lemma 3.
There is a constant U such that in all executions, enq and deq operations complete in U steps or less.
Proof. For the enq method, which has no loops, this is clear. The deq method has one loop, but by examining the circumstances under which it continues, we find that the loop body executes at most three times. If a dequeuer executes the loop body without returning, the local variable k is nonzero, and itemTaken[k].f&a(1) returns a nonzero value. Another dequeuer, then, must set k to the same value and perform itemTaken[k].f&a(1) first. Both dequeuers read the value of k from locations in the array itemIndex, and since each location is accessed by at most one dequeuer, this value is written to two different locations. Any value written to two locations in the array itemIndex is the largest written to one row and the smallest written to the next, so it is impossible for a deq operation, which reads values from only one row, to read more than two such values.
Corollary 4. Algorithm 2 is wait-free.
Next, we show that Algorithm 2 is linearizable. Any execution that is not linearizable has a finite prefix that is also not linearizable, that is, linearizability is a safety property. Moreover, by wait-freedom, any finite execution has a finite continuation in which processes finish their current queue operations without starting new ones. If the longer execution is linearizable, then so is its prefix, by the same order of operations. It thus suffices to show that any finite execution where all operations finish is linearizable. Proof. By assumption, no item is enqueued more than once, so no item is written to two locations in the array item. In order to return an item item
d).
Proof. The operation d reads the index of the enqueued item from the same location to which e writes that index. Consequently, d cannot precede e, and loc(e) = loc(d) by definition.
For enq operations e, let linpt(e) = line10(e) be the time at which e executes line 10, where the time at which a step is taken is the total number of steps that are taken before it. 
, where the symbol < lex denotes lexicographic order. Intuitively, the operations are linearized by row, and within each row, the linearization point is line 10 or line 24, with deq operations moved past any enq operation that they match. Proof. Fix an enq operation e ′ with loc(e ′ ) < lex loc(d). It suffices to show that some process reads the index written by e ′ , since it follows that some deq operation matches e ′ . If e ′ writes exactly one location (i, j) in the array itemIndex, then no dequeuer reads that location beforehand, as otherwise the enqueuer would read true from deqActive[i, j]. Nevertheless, some deq operation does perform the read. In each row, the set of locations read by dequeuers is a prefix of the row, and some dequeuer reads a location to the right of e ′ . If i < row(d), a suitable witness is the deq operation that causes the variable row to be incremented; if i = row(d), a suitable witness is d itself. When e ′ writes two locations of the array itemIndex, the second write necessarily precedes any corresponding read, since it is performed before the enqueuer increments row. The remaining arguments parallel the one-write case, with one complication: it may be the case that loc(d) is between the locations of the first and second write. In this case, loc(e ′ ) < loc(d) if and only if the deq operation that triggered the second write matches e.
Lemma 11. The order ≺ is a valid linearization order.
Proof. Given Lemmas 7 and 8, the only property remaining to be established is that the return values are consistent with the sequential execution determined by the order ≺. We prove this by induction on the number of operations.
Specifically, the inductive hypothesis is that through m operations, all return values are correct, and the contents of the queue are the items that have been enqueued but not dequeued, in the order in which they were enqueued. The basis m = 0 is trivial. Assuming the inductive hypothesis for m, if the next operation is an enq operation, the inductive hypothesis holds for m + 1, since by Lemma 6 
Discussion
Algorithm 2 also works in the unbounded concurrency model of Gafni, Merritt, and Taubenfeld [7] . It establishes that two-enqueuer Queue belongs to the unbounded concurrency version of Common2 via the Fetch&Add implementation due to Afek, Gafni, and
Morrison [1] . Given the unbounded concurrency Stack by the same authors and a similar adaptation of Li's two-dequeuer Queue, there is currently no set of restrictions for which an bounded concurrency algorithm is known and an unbounded concurrency algorithm is not.
Both our algorithm and Li's require that either the enqueuers or the dequeuers agree on a total order for the items. A general algorithm, if one exists, will have to work in the absence of such an agreement, though we note that the Swap implementation of Afek, Weisberger, and Weisman [3] achieves a similar feat. On the other hand, the implementation of Herlihy and Wing [9] can be modified to be lock-free, so any impossibility result will have to distinguish lock-free implementations from wait-free ones, a property absent from many wait-free impossibility results in the literature.
